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Abstract 
Radio frequency identification is a contactless technique that uses the radio waves to identify the object 

uniquely. RFID Tag and Reader are major two parts of the RFID System. Tags are used to store the information 
about the object and Readers read tag’s stored information when tag enters in the range of the Reader. This paper 
provides the information regarding the current scenario of the RFID Technology.  Aside from the introduction of the 
working of RFID, discussion is made on major types of the RFID tags and Readers, comparison with Bar code as 
well as current application areas have been presented. 
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I. Introduction
Radio frequency identification is a technology 

used for sharing the  stored information  using electronic 
waves. RFID is a technique that is widely used in the 
various application areas like medical science, commerce, 
security, Electronic toll collection system, access control 
etc [1]. 
There are three main components of the RFID. 
I. RFID Tag 
II.  RF Reader 
 

II. RFID Tag 
Tags are the cards that are placed on the object. 

These tags contain a microchip that is used store small 
information with an antenna. This structure is then 
sandwiched between a label and its adhesive backing. 
The antenna is used to pick the signal from reader and 
amplify it. The packing of the tag allows the reader to 
read the information in the tag. There are three parts of 
the tag: antenna, semiconductor chip and some form of 
encapsulation [2]. There are number of types of tags is 
available but we can mainly divide them into two 
categories: 

• Active tags 
• Passive Tags 

The passive tags don’t contain any internal 
power source. The life of the passive tag is very long. 
The range of the passive tags is less than active tags. The 
application of these tags is case and pallet. The reader 
sends the electromagnetic waves that produce current in 
the tag’s antenna. The antenna in the response reflects 
the information stored in it. The active tags contain a 
battery as an internal power source used to operate 

microchip’s circuitry and to broadcast the information to 
the reader. The range and cost of these tags is more as 
compare to passive tags [3][4]. 
 

Table 1: Comparative analysis of Active and Passive tags 
 ACTIVE RFID PASSIVE RFID 
Tag Power 
Source 

Internal to tag Energy 
transferred using 
RF from reader 

Tag Battery Yes No 
Availability of 
power 

Continuous  Only in the 
range of reader 

Required Signal 
Strength to Tag 

Very low Very High 

Multi Tag 
reading 

1000’s tags 
recognized upto 
100 meteres 

Few hundred tag 
within 30 meters   

Data storage Near about 96 
bits 

128 kb 

Cost High Low 
Range 100 meter 5-30 meter 
 

We have three kinds of tags which work on the 
three different frequency ranges: low – frequency, high-
frequency and ultra high frequency. 

The Low frequency tags works on frequency 
lies between 30 ~ 300 KHZ and High Frequency and 
Ultra High Frequency Tag works on the frequency range 
lie 3 ~ 30 MHZ and 300 ~ 3 GHZ respectively [3]. 
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Figure 1: RFID Tag 

Now days , we have onboard units like eZGO , 
operates in 902-928 MHZ frequency band used at toll tax 
collection in United state  and AeroScout tag which is 
basically designed for fast moving objects. These tags 
are very secure and we can easily authenticate these tags 
[5]. 
 

III. RFID Reader 
The RFID tags are used to read the information 

from the tag and acquire and maintain this information 
for the application. The reader has an antenna that emits 
the radio waves. These waves are captured by the 
antennas of the tags in the range of the reader which 
amplify this signal and pass it to the microchip to 
activate the internal circuitry. As a result the tag respond 
by sending back the data stored in the tag to reader. 
There are two types of the readers: 

• Stationary Reader 
• Mobile Reader 

The stationary readers are the fixed at a specific location 
and it is able to read the tags within its range. On the 
other hand, Mobile readers are moveable devices [6] 
 

IV. TAG Reader Communication 
To read the information in the tag there is a 

communication needed between the tag and the reader. 
During this communication the information stored in the 
tag is read by the tag. The reader transfers this 
information further to the computer system so that this 
information is used for application. The communication 
is represented by the following diagram [7] 
 

 
Figure 2: Tag Reader Communication [7] 

There are following steps in this communication 
• The reader transfer the radio waves in its range 
• If there is any tag in the range of the reader, the 

energy of the RF wave is captured by the 
antenna of the tag. 

• The antenna amplify this energy and passed it to 
microchip 

• This energy activates the internal circuitry of the 
tag and tag respond by passing the information 
stored in the tag to reader 

• The reader receives this information and passes 
it computer system attached with it. 

 
V. RFID VS BAR Code 

The bar is the similar technology. It’s also used 
for the contactless communication between tag and the 
bar code reader. The information in the barcode tag is 
represented by bars. Bar code technique is widely used in 
the marts and shopping malls. The cost of these tags is 
less than the RFID tags and these are widely used. The 
comparison between the RFID and Bar Code is explained 
the following table: 
 

Table 2: Comparison between RFID and Bar code 
Bar Codes RFID tags 
Line of sight is needed to 
read the bar code 

No line of sight needed 

Only one tag is read at a 
time 

Multiple tags are read at 
the same time 

Bar code can’t be used in 
dirty environment 

Physical condition not 
important 

Bar code can only used to 
identify the type of item 

It is used to identify the 
item 

Bar code information is 
static 

Information in the RFID 
tag can be updated 

 
VI. Application Areas 

Current and proposed uses of RFID span a wide 
spectrum of application areas and a fully comprehensive 
overview would certainly surpass the limits of this paper.  

1. Electronic toll tax collection (ETC)  
 Electronic toll tax collection is technology 

which is used for paying a toll tax collection. In this 
system first we should registered our vehicle with the toll 
tax collection organization. Every vehicle that is 
registered has to give his bank account number for 
automatic payment. We use reader to detect the vehicle. 
When any vehicle goes to or  from  near the reader then  
reader  detect  the vehicle that  is  registered  . Then 
system gets his payment automatically from his Bank 
account of the vehicle owner. This system solve the 
problem of cash payment .Nobody have to waste time at 
Toll Tax Collection because this system automatically 
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identify and deduct payment. This system does not get 
the time for paying payment. So nobody needs to wait in 
a line for paying his payment. [11] 

2. Intelligent Traffic Control System (itcs) 
Each intersection on the road has 4 traffic lights as 
shown in the figure 3. Each lane has its own RFID reader 
that stores the vehicles passing through it with time 
stamp. On the basis of the time stamp, we find the 
violators. For this purpose we store the duration of the 
green light. So the vehicles coming on the corresponding 
light are allowed to move in any direction. During this 
time reader corresponding to red light stores the vehicles 
passing through the lane.  

 
Figure 3: Structure of the Intersection & placement of the 

reader [8] 
 
Intelligent Traffic Light Controller: Each city 

has multiple intersections. Two lights are called linked 
Lights that are placed on opposite sides of the road that 
join two intersections. The RFID reader stores the 
records of all the vehicles that passed through the road. 
The Traffic light controller follows the same round robin 
sequence of the lights. But if an Emergency vehicle is 
detected at any traffic light then controller leave the 
round robin schedule and generate the green signal for 
the ambulance. The other task of the controller is to 
calculate the time of green signal that is based on the 
number of vehicle. To solve the problem of Starvation a 
time limit is defined. If this limit exceeds then that light 
gets its turn. [8][9] 

3. Automated parking management system  
When we park any vehicle in the parking area 

then we have to pay for this .under the automatic parking 
management, a Reader set up on the parking place .We 
need to complete the registration and connect our bank 
account with the parking management organization for 
the purpose automatic payment. When our vehicle stands 
on the park then reader reads the tag to detect vehicle. On 
the basis of information received from the tag automatic 
payment transaction is performed. [10] 

4. Automatic Student detection in college or 
university  
We can use the RFID in  colleges (university) or 

school for identifying the student . Many students 
studying in universities and some outsiders can enter the 
university. For stopping the outsiders we can implement 
this technology for automatically identifying all students. 
First we should make Electronic tag based identy card (I-
card). . Every student should have different tag number 
based I-card. The reader is placed on the main gate of 
university. Reader can read the tag stored in the I- card of 
students .If that student is valid then he/she can enter the 
university / college .If they have not that card then he/she 
cannot enter into the college So with the help of this 
technology we can stop the outsider .But there is gigantic 
problem that if student forget to carry his card than he 
/she cannot enter in to the university/college. 

5. Animal identification using RFID 
  We can use the RFID for identifying the 
animals .In India most of farmer keeps the animals like 
cows to improve their income. When farmer wants to 
identify their animals then RFID can help them. System 
gave the different number to every animal and gave him 
a tag for all animals. Farmers can identify those animals 
with help of reader. When animal goes to cross range 
then farmer can track their location with help of RFID.  
So this technology is very useful for the farmers. Former 
can use RFID technology when they are worked at high 
level on keeping the animals. When one former is 
keeping many animals then he can use it to attend all 
animals. Former can also find the ill animals using RFID. 
 

VII. Conclusion 
The paper gave an overview of the current 

application areas and trends of RFID technology. RFID 
is a contactless technology that can play a major role in 
the daily life. Even though nu-merous limitations and 
unresolved issues still hinder the widespread application 
of RFID, but the number of problems of Transport 
system can be solved by RFID. It can also make the 
journey of the easy. 
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